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An Efficient Real-Time Method for Improving Intrinsic
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Abstract—An interactive satellite network consists of a hub, a
geostationary earth orbit (GEO) satellite, and a group of termi-
nals. Terminals in need of capacity send a capacity request (CR)
message to the hub and the hub then makes a capacity-allocation
schedule according to the CR and broadcasts that schedule to the
terminals. Thus, it takes the round-trip time plus the scheduling
time for a terminal to receive a response from the hub. Due to such
intrinsic delay between capacity request and capacity allocation, it
is difficult to promptly transmit user data via interactive channels
of GEO satellites. The preferred solution to this problem is to have
a prediction-based resource-allocation policy and to have as short a
period of scheduling time as possible. As a solution to use such poli-
cies, we mathematically formulate a resource-allocation problem
as a nonlinear integer programming problem considering uncer-
tain future traffic conditions and we develop a real-time heuristic
solution algorithm. Computational complexity analysis and exten-
sive simulation results demonstrate the excellent performance of
the proposed method on computational efficiency and heuristic so-
lution quality.

Index Terms—Decision making, optimization, resource alloca-
tion, satellite multimedia network, uncertainty.

I. INTRODUCTION

DEVELOPING an interactive satellite multimedia net-
work, such as digital video broadcasting (DVB), return

channel via satellite (RCS) networks have become a hot issue.
A DVB–RCS network is a geostationary earth orbit (GEO)
satellite interactive network that consists of a hub, a GEO
satellite, and a number of RCS terminals (RCSTs) [1], [2].

In a DVB–RCS network [1], [3]–[5], a terminal in need of ca-
pacity sends a capacity-request (CR) message to the hub and the
hub makes a terminal burst time plan (TBTP), as shown in Fig. 1.
It takes the round-trip time (RTT) plus the scheduling time (ST)
for a terminal to receive the CR response from the hub. To
promptly transmit user data under this capacity-allocation pro-
cedure with an intrinsic RTT of about 500 ms, it is preferred to
have a short period of response time
[4], [5]. Even when ST is negligible, it is unavoidable to wait for
the period of RTT, which is the lower bound of the intrinsic delay
between CR and capacity allocation in this scenario. However,
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Fig. 1. CR and allocation procedure.

the delay in this procedure can be improved by using predicted
information regarding future traffic and this prediction-based
scenario is considered in this paper. Most resource-allocation
problems based on predicted information have nonlinear forms
in mathematical formulation [9], [10] due to the nonlinearity
nature of uncertainty in a prediction. This nonlinear property
in mathematical optimization usually makes it more difficult to
find the optimal solution. Since computational inefficiency is
one of the most critical problems in a real-time system, an effi-
cient real-time solution algorithm is an important issue to study.
Under the prediction-based scenario, we need to solve a new
capacity-allocation problem. We formulate the capacity-alloca-
tion problem as a nonlinear combinatorial optimization problem
under uncertainty of capacity demand [9]–[11] and we develop
an efficient real-time heuristic algorithm to solve this problem.
Extensive simulation results show that the proposed algorithm
has computational efficiency as well as excellent performance
on solution quality. In extensive simulations, it is observed that
the proposed algorithm successfully finds the optimal solutions
for approximately 50% of 10 000 randomly generated test prob-
lems. It is also observed that the fractions of heuristic solutions
whose gap is less than 1% and 3% are approximately 60% and
88%, respectively.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present the system model and problem descrip-
tion. In Section III, we review several previous approaches
on optimal resource allocation. We mathematically formulate
a resource-allocation problem in Section IV and analyze its
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properties in Section V. An efficient real-time algorithm is
presented in Section VI. Performance analysis is shown in
Section VII and we conclude our work in Section VIII. Fi-
nally, the economic meaning of the proposed objective in our
mathematical formulation is found in the Appendix.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. System Model

We consider a GEO satellite multimedia network providing
interactive services such as a DVB–RCS system [1], as shown
in Fig. 1. The European Telecommunications Standards In-
stitute’s (ETSI) standard [1] calls for a return link using a
multifrequency time-division multiple-access (MF-TDMA)
scheme. The resources are defined on a time-frequency domain
and are divided into a group of timeslots called frames, as shown
in Fig. 2. A frame is a specific time-frequency block
that consists of common signaling channel (CSC) timeslots

, acquisition (ACQ) timeslots ,
synchronization (SYNC) timeslots , and traffic
(TRF) timeslots . The timeslot scheduler de-
termines the optimal numbers of timeslots to assign to log
on RCSTs every frame.1 Thus, the resources considered in
every scheduling are the set of available TRF timeslots of a
given frame. In Fig. 2, for example, the number of total TRF
timeslots is , where is the number of
carriers per frame and is the number of TRF timeslots
of a single carrier during a frame. If TRF timeslots out
of them are preoccupied for ongoing calls in frame , then the
number of available TRF timeslots to schedule in the frame is

. We call a TRF timeslot a timeslot
for short if doing so does not create confusion.

B. Problem Description

Fig. 1 shows the CR and allocation procedure in a DVB–RCS
network. An RCST in need of capacity sends a CR message
to the hub and the hub then makes a TBTP. At time ,
the hub knows the traffic-demand information requested at
time and, thus, the hub makes a TBTP to that CR in
the previous frame. This TBTP is sent to the RCST via a
satellite at time . Under the assumption that RCSTs dislike
receiving such delayed TBTPs, it is preferred to have as short
a period of response time as possible. As a solution
to improve this delayed response time, we consider a system
using prediction-based capacity-allocation scheduling, where
the hub has a regression analyzer and a real-time timeslot
scheduler. The regression analyzer predicts the traffic demand
in the next frame and reports the predicted demand information
to the real-time scheduler, and the real-time scheduler makes a
timeslot-allocation schedule for that frame with this information.
In this paper, we study a real-time timeslot scheduler, where we
mathematically formulate the capacity-allocation problem and
develop an efficient heuristic algorithm in order to improve the

1With 2 Ms/s per carrier, a role-off factor of 0.35, 0.05 MHz guard band,
n = 2045, one ATM cell per TRF timeslot, a single carrier per frame
(W = W ), and 7/8 convolutional coding, we have W = W = 2:8 MHz,
T ' 300 �s, and T ' 614 ms [1], [3].

Fig. 2. Frame structure in a DVB–RCS return link using MF-TDMA.

delayed procedure of capacity allocation in interactive GEO
satellite networks.2

III. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS APPROACHES

We review several previous approaches to optimal resource
allocation in wireless-, cellular-, or satellite-communication
networks.

A. Threshold Optimization With Estimated Future Traffic
Information

Decision making for resource allocation under uncer-
tain future traffic conditions requires a unified function of
traffic-parameter estimation and resource-allocation sched-
uling. However, the two subfunctions are usually dealt with
separately because each belongs to a different area of study.
Most studies on resource allocation have addressed opti-
mization algorithms under the assumption that future traffic
information is supported. In studies [13]–[15], future traffic
arrival processes were assumed given, such as a Poisson process
with parameters known, and resource-allocation algorithms
were then proposed. Similarly, the approach proposed in this
paper belongs to the threshold-optimization area for economic
planning of resource allocation. In these studies of optimization
and/or heuristic approaches, one of the required functions for
field application is to estimate the unknown traffic parameters,
such as arrival rates of new and handover calls and call duration.

• In Oh’s approach [13], blocking probabilities of new
and handover calls, respectively, are formulated and the
number of guard channels is optimized.

• In Ramjee’s approach [14], with the formulation of
blocking probabilities, three kinds of optimization prob-
lems are considered: minimizing a linear combination
of new- and handover-call-blocking probabilities; min-
imizing the new-call-blocking probability with a hard
constraint of handover-blocking probability; and mini-
mizing the number of channels with hard constraints of
new-call and handover-call-blocking probabilities.

2In general, most resource-allocation problems under uncertain traffic
conditions have nonlinear forms in their mathematical formulation [9],
[10]. This nonlinearity in mathematical programming usually makes it more
difficult to find the optimal solution.
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• In Ramanathan’s approach [15], the ExpectedMax
strategy is proposed to accommodate handover calls in a
multimedia network.

B. Strategy of This Work

The major concern of this study is how to overcome the
intrinsic delay of capacity allocation in interactive GEO satel-
lite networks. As a solution, we consider a prediction-based
capacity-allocation policy, where we should optimize the re-
spective capacities to allocate to RCSTs in the near future with
the support of traffic information about arriving calls at that fu-
ture. To use the proposed method in practical satellite networks,
it is imperative to develop a technique for predicting future
traffic demand, e.g., the probability mass function (PMF) of
the number of arriving calls. Techniques for estimating traffic
information can be found in [6]–[8], but developing such tech-
niques is not the focus of this paper. Further study on this
estimation issue is an interesting future work. In this paper,
we focus on developing an efficient real-time algorithm for
adaptive and prompt resource allocation under the condition
that necessary traffic information is given.

IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A. Notation and Input Data

• is the set of log-on RCSTs including mul-
tiple classes (voice, data, video, etc.).

• is the vector of decision variables.
• is the numbers of TRF timeslots re-

quired for one call of the respective classes.
• integer is a feasible set

(integer set).
• is a feasible set (real-number set).
• : is the probability mass function

(PMF) of the number of arriving calls (known).
• : is the probability density func-

tion (pdf) of the number of arriving calls (approximated
with ). Throughout this paper, we assume that is
twice differentiable in interval .

• , is the possible maximum number
of arriving calls per unit of time.

In usual cases, , . Thus, we assume that
there exists such that , , .

B. Objective: Minimizing the Number of Lost Calls

The underlying concept of the proposed objective function is
shown as follows.

• The number of accepted calls out of the total incoming
calls should be maximized. In other words, the number of
lost calls should be minimized. In this objective, penalty
weights of multiple classes are considered. The number
of lost calls of a higher penalty weight must be minimized
earlier by allocating resources earlier.

For class , if there are arrivals given that timeslots are
allocated, the penalty is given by

no of lost calls

(1)

where is the penalty weight of class . From (1), the expected
penalty for class when timeslots are allocated for class

is expressed with a function : as

expected no of lost calls

(2)

The economic meaning of the objective is discussed in the
Appendix. Determining the number of timeslots to allocate
must produce an integer solution. However, we try to solve
an integer programming problem as a general nonlinear pro-
gramming problem by relaxing the integer constraint and then
finally find a near-optimal integer solution. This is because the
problem concerned in this paper can be solved more efficiently
by using the Lagrangian multiplier theorem [16]. Thus, we
rewrite the original objective function with integer variables as
a new form with real variables

(3)

With this, the total expected penalty is expressed as a function
: as

(4)

C. The Constraints

• The number of TRF timeslots to be assigned must be less
than or equal to the number of available TRF timeslots
within a frame for which we make an optimal schedule.

The number of timeslots to reserve cannot be greater than the
number of available timeslots , i.e.,

(5)

where .

D. Nonlinear Integer Programming Formulation

With the objective and constraint, we mathematically formu-
late the timeslot-allocation problem as a nonlinear integer pro-
gramming (NIP) problem as

Minimize

Subject to

We consider an integer feasible set for the original problem
(P). However, for the sake of convenience and tractability, we
treat this problem over a real-number feasible set with a final
goal of finding an integer solution .
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V. PROPERTY ANALYSIS OF (P)

To efficiently solve (P) with mathematical programming tech-
niques, we study the properties of (P).

Definition 1: Constraint is said to be binding if
at an optimal vector .

Definition 2: A symmetric matrix is said to be positive
semidefinite if

(6)

for all . Moreover, it is said to be positive definite if

(7)

for all .

A. Convexity of the Objective

Proposition 1—Convexity: Let be a convex set and
let be twice continuously differentiable over . If

is positive semidefinite, then is convex.
Proposition 2—Convexity of : is a convex func-

tion over .
Proof: For every , consider the following.

The first derivative of , in interval , is written as

(8)

and the second derivative is written as

(9)

Thus, we have the Jacobian and Hessian of

... (10)

and

. . . (11)

respectively, where nondiagonal elements of are zero
all. Since , we have as positive semidefi-
nite. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1: For every , if for all ,
then is strictly convex.

Proof: For every , if for all ,
then we have

(12)

where . This completes the proof.
Corollary 2: is strictly convex over .

B. Binding of

Corollary 3: Constraint is binding at the optimal
solution .

Proof: From (10), we know that is a decreasing
function of for . Because of that property in the objective
function, if , (P) is an optimization problem that
has unbounded solutions; that is, . Thus,
constraint generates a bounded feasible set. As a
result, the constraint is always binding.

Note that constraint may not be binding at the
optimal integer solution .

C. Lagrangian Function

To solve (P), we apply the Lagrange multiplier theory [16]
and define a Lagrangian function : for
(P) as

(13)

where is a nonnegative scalar.
Proposition 3—Sufficient Conditions for Optimality: Let

and satisfy

(14)

(15)

(16)

for all with . Then, is a
strict local minimum.

Proof: (Abbreviated) The Lagrangian function defined in
(13) is convex. In this special case, the proof is very simple.
We have (9) and , if it exists. Thus, is
positive definite. Thus, and satisfying (14) and (15) is
the strict local minimum of , which means that is also
the strict local minimum of subject to . (For
general cases, refer to [16].)

VI. SOLUTION METHOD FOR (P)

A. Phase 1: Find an Optimal Real-Number Solution

We find and that satisfy (14)–(16) in Phase 1. We obtain

... (17)

(18)

and

(19)

From (14) and (17), we have

... (20)
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Fig. 3. Two-phase solution algorithm for (P).

where , and
can be simply obtained by equating (20) into (15). Let

(21)

Then (15) is represented as . Thus, we have

(22)

where .
From (22) and (20), we have

... (23)

Remark: In general, the function is not differentiable
where is the number of arriving calls in the future, because
the domain of is an integer set. For a discrete optimization
problem where the gradient of does not exist, we can use
“difference” [13], [17] or “subgradient” concepts [16].

B. Phase 2: Find an Integer Solution

To find an optimal integer solution of (P), the branch-and-
bound algorithm [9], [12] may be used. However, this algorithm
causes a lot of computational burden as the number of decision

variables increases. As an efficient alternative to finding a sub-
optimal integer solution of (P), we propose a real-time heuristic
algorithm with excellent performance, as in Phase 2 of Fig. 3,
where the optimal real-number solution obtained in Phase 1
is used as an initial solution for finding an integer solution in
Phase 2.

C. Illustrative Examples

Let us consider the example , ,
, , ,

, and . In Phase 1, we have
and . Similarly, we ob-

tain and . Since
, we obtain

.
Since , we have . With this, we
find an optimal real-number solution . To
obtain an integer solution, we follow Phase 2. Since ,

, , and , we
obtain

and
. In Step 3 of Phase

2, we have , , and
. Since the residual capacity is less

than , we must go to the second WHILE statement. Since
, the residual capacity is assigned to class 3. As a result,
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS (CASE I)

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS (CASE II)

. Thus, the heuristic integer solution best ever found is
. There are two optimal solutions of this example

problem: , , where . In
this example, the proposed algorithm finds the optimal solution
exactly.

VII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Model

We simulate the proposed heuristic algorithm in order to show
the performance. The major focus of the performance is on op-
timality of the solution. To do this, we use a concept of ,
which is defined as the relative difference between the optimal
objective value and the objective value at the heuristic so-
lution as

(24)

If is zero, then the heuristic solution is optimal.
We have two cases of simulation, as shown in Tables I and II.

The proposed algorithm is tested for 32 frames in Case I, where
the number of available TRF timeslots is randomly chosen
from a uniform distribution Unif(100 200) for every frame and

, are fixed during the test period. In Case II, a
larger scale of parameter values and more generalized condi-
tions are considered. The algorithm is tested for 200 frames,
1000 frames, and 10 000 frames, respectively, and ,
vary over time (every frame). denotes the number of service
entities, which is classified by the service class and individual
terminal. For example, if two group terminals are logged on,
where one has two different classes of calls and the other has
one, then we have . Since the number of
log-on terminals varies every frame, is randomly chosen from
Unif(32,64) every frame. Also, the number of available times-
lots is randomly chosen from Unif (2048,8192) every frame.

TABLE III
SIMULATION RESULTS (CASE I)

However, the number of timeslots required for a call of class
and the weighting factor, denoted by and , respectively,
are randomly chosen at the time of call initiation; these values
then do not vary until call termination.

B. Simulation Results and Discussions

Table III shows the (%) between the objective value at
the optimal solution and the objective value at the proposed
heuristic solution for 32 frames, respectively. In 60% of 32
frames, the proposed algorithm has found the optimal solutions.
In 72% of 32 frames, it is observed that the is within 1%.

Fig. 4 shows the objective values at the optimal solution and
at the heuristic solution obtained by the proposed algorithm. The
minimal is 0.00%, the maximal 4.26%, and the average
is 1.10%. In 55 frames (27%), the proposed algorithm has found
the optimal solutions. In 105 frames (53%), the is within
1%. Good agreement is observed during the 200 frames.

Fig. 5 shows the (%) for 1000 frames. The minimum is
0.00%, the maximum 7.16%, and the average 1.41%. In 529
frames, the proposed algorithm has found the optimal solutions.
The fractions of gaps less than 1%, 2%, and 3% are about 58%,
68%, and 85%, respectively.

Fig. 6 shows a histogram of gaps tested for a randomly
chosen 10 000 frames. In 55.87% of 10 000 frames, the proposed
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Fig. 4. Simulation results. Objective values, at optimal solution and at heuristic solution, for 200 frames.

Fig. 5. Simulation results. Gap for 1000 frames. Minimum = 0:00%, maximum = 7:16%, and average = 1:41%.

algorithm has found the optimal solution. The fractions of gaps
less than 1%, 2%, and 3% are about 60%, 72%, and 88%,
respectively. These results show that the proposed algorithm
has excellent performance in solution quality.

Since (P) is an NIP problem, it is more difficult to solve (P)
than a general Knapsack problem, which is an NP-complete
problem [12], [16]

Knapsack

Minimize unit cost of class/product

Subject to

With the efficient heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper, we
can find an excellent solution for prompt timeslot allocation.

C. Complexity of the Proposed Algorithm

• Step 0: simple line searches are required.
• Step 1: and .
• Step 2: .
• Step 3: and .

As shown above, the proposed algorithm is very efficient in
terms of computational complexity.
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Fig. 6. Histogram of gaps for 10 000 frames. Approximately 56% (5587 out of 10 000) of the solutions by the proposed algorithm are equal to the optimal
solutions. Approximately 60% are within a gap of 1% from the optimal solution.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

We have focused on improving the intrinsic delay of capacity
allocation caused by round-trip time in interactive GEO satellite
communication systems. To do this, we considered a prediction-
based capacity-allocation policy in which traffic-prediction
information is given to the scheduler by the regression analyzer.
The random nature of future traffic demand causes a nonlinear
objective in our mathematical formulation. In mathematical
optimization, this nonlinear property usually makes it more
difficult to find an optimal solution. To solve this nonlinear
integer-programming problem, we developed a simple and
efficient two-phase algorithm, where an optimal real-number
solution is found and then an integer solution is found by
using the optimal real-number solution. Performance analysis
showed that the proposed algorithm has excellent performance
on computational efficiency and solution quality. Extensive
simulation results showed that the proposed algorithm exactly
finds the optimal solutions for about 50% of 10 000 randomly
generated test problems. It was also shown that the fractions
of heuristic solutions whose gap is less than 1% and 3%
are about 60% and 88%, respectively. We believe that the
proposed method can be used for the prediction-based resource-
allocation scenario to improve the delay of capacity allocation
in interactive GEO satellite networks. For field applications
of the proposed method, traffic-demand estimation should be
prepared. Developing estimation techniques for traffic demand
is an interesting further work.

APPENDIX

ON THE ECONOMIC MEANING OF

Most resource-allocation problems entail decision making
under uncertainty of the input parameters. For example, a
prioritized channel-assignment problem studied in [13] is a

decision-making problem with input parameters, such as traffic
rates of new and handover calls, where these parameters are
uncertain because their values will randomly vary.

This issue has been intensively discussed in the area of inven-
tory control, where the future demand is random and uncertain
[9], [10]. Consider a service provider and the customer set where
the demand of customers generally has uncertainty or random-
ness [10]. The service provider must make a decision in consid-
eration of the predicted information about the future demand.
If he has knowledge of the future demand, he should optimize
the amount of inventory, i.e., he should determine the economic
quantity of order by using the knowledge. If he orders too many
items, there will be too much inventory and high inventory costs.
In contrast, if he orders too few items, there will be the loss of
sales due to the lack of inventory. Under uncertainty or random-
ness of customer demand, a pdf, if any, would be very helpful
to the service provider. Based on this idea, we formulate our ob-
jective as the expected number of lost (blocked) calls given that
we make a certain decision.
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